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To experience in the
active sense requires that
one venture forth into the
unfamiliar and experiment
with the elusive and the
uncertain. To become an
expert one must dare to
confront the perils of the new.
Why should one so dare? A
human individual is driven.

ABSTRACT

My work is an exploration of new media that demonstrates the influence a community has on visual communication. The community
reveals content as objects go unnoticed after they become a permanent part of the landscape and assumptions are made from cultural
archetypes. Through exploration, immersion, and reflection, I am able
to recognize the invisible and expected, establish a familiarity with a
community, and design responses that communicate directly to it.

– Yi–Fu Tuan
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CONTEXT

Life is a collection of decisions. Each causing an effect that
alters future actions. We all have reasons for making decisions
and they are unique to the individual as a result of life’s experiences. For me, decisions are derived from my desire to help,
converse, and explore. These interests were developed through
many experiences growing up—road trips, scout camp, or
being the youngest of four with three older sisters.

EXPLORE TO
DISCOVER

When I help, converse, and
explore, I become familiar with
people and places. Understanding local culture, visiting famous
sites, and walking unfamiliar areas aid in connecting me
to and building a familiarity with a community. This familiarity alters how I respond or interact with that community and
requires a level of immersion as well as time for reflection.

A community is defined as a group of individuals residing in a similar location and sharing common interests or values. For much of
this text, the community I explore is within various neighborhoods
of Richmond, Virginia. In addition, virtual communities such as
Reddit, Facebook, and Twitter are used for content.
My work reflects a new relationship with Richmond and my response
to its influence. The community acts as a catalyst for “content as exploration” which leads to discovery of the unnoticed or challenges to
the assumed archetypes. Through data collection and conversation,
I can anticipate reactions of the community to my work.
Technology and materials change how I interact with a community. I
seek opportunities to communicate using media effectively and creatively. Through graphic design I bring my influences with community into material form focusing on advocacy, material studies,
and expression.
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INTRODUCTION

My first design-related position was working at a small sign shop
in rural Illinois. I built and designed signs and printed material for
small businesses—mechanics, grounds keepers, carpenters, bakers, etc. With a small business, discussions were intimate. Clients
opted for simple icons representing their trade. It wasn’t great, but
simplicity worked. What worked better for them was shaking hands,
remembering names, and word of mouth. For me, this was a lesson
in community. Learn about it, know the people within it, and become
part of it.
That experience created a desire in me to bring this approach to
my design work. Time was spent assisting start-up shops and restaurants, low-budget exhibitions, museums, artists, musicians, and
friends. Working directly with individuals or owners provides a personal connection that makes a body of work more meaningful. Their
story and personality become a part of the design. In Richmond,
without clients, I find these stories within my own experiences.

Imageworks Creative Group. Troy, Illinois. 1998.
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Take it, take it in, take in
more every weekend, every
day, and quickly it becomes
the theater that intrigues,
relaxes, fascinates, seduces,
and above all expands any
mind focused on it. Outside lies
utterly ordinary space open to
any casual explorer willing to
find the extraordinary. Outside
lies unprogrammed awareness
that at times becomes directed
serendipity. Outside lies magic.

PROBLEM
STATEMENT
John R. Stilgoe is an award-winning historian and photographer
known for his keen observations of everyday spaces and experiences.
Stilgoe’s writing made me aware of the beauty of the unnoticed. This
beauty does not go overlooked because of neglect or cover, but because
of expectation. You may only notice a power line if covered in icicles,
a light if burned out, or after slipping, the lack of texture of a brickpaved sidewalk. I believe this is true for visual communication. There
is an expectation of subject matter to format and material. An 11 x 17”
poster, hung in a coffee shop, is likely promoting a concert or art show.
A corrugated plastic sign in the front yard of a residence promotes a
yard sale or political stance; or an illuminated metal sign hanging
above the door names a business inside.
In Steven Heller and Mirko Ilic’s book Stop Think Go Do,1 they detail
eight primary functions of graphic design—inform, advocate, play,
caution, entertain, express, educate, and transform. My visual solutions
within a community blend both advocacy and entertainment while
maintaining a reactionary or expressive quality. They are a call to
attention and invite the community to participate.
My initial intent is to both bring awareness to things I find interesting
and to demonstrate the impact of simple ideas. Through my growing
relationship with the community, I interact with it creating a body of
work that is inspired by 1) what goes unnoticed and 2) what is assumed
or expected.
Ephemeral empathy. The more my work becomes a part of this community’s visual landscape and the more individuals participate in that work,
the more I become a member of the community. The work becomes a
representation of my commitment to the community. While the work is
ephemeral due to my time constraint within this community, it is empathetic in its attempt to bring about awareness of the unnoticed.

– John R. Stilgoe
1
Heller, Steven, and Mirko Ilic. Stop, Think, Go, Do: How Typography & Graphic Design Influence
Behavior. Beverly, MA: Rockport, 2012. Print.
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If you are not from there, how
deep can your empathetic design
thinking of the situation be?

And if you do not stay there, how
sustainably iterative can your
design thinking propositions be?
– Cameron Tonkinwise
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DESIGN
METHODS

EXPERIMENT
WITH MEDIA
EXPLORE A
COMMUNITY
REACT

I am fascinated by technological and scientific advancements. It is exciting to consider how they can be transformed into a creative, visual
communication method. I read through articles and viewed documentaries attempting to keep up with new developments. I joined a local
club, Richmond Dev Jam, which holds monthly meetings teaching
new forms of coding and electronics to laymen. I tinker at home with
electronics and digital gadgetry to learn to use them beyond their
original intent.
Research begins. I ask myself, what do I need to learn to use new devices
or media properly? Can I communicate with these new finds? How
much do they cost? Where can I get them? Are they safe?
Explore a community. More than exploring, walking a city with the
intent to discover something new provides an intimate look at smaller
details often unseen. Experiencing what a city has to offer gives you
greater insight into the culture and mood of a city. I am seeking content that I am interested in addressing, such as abandoned bicycles,
fear of the dark, or the lack of a symbol or identity to represent a
group of individuals within a community. These creative problems
can benefit from media experimentation when the designer is genuinely vested in addressing issues within a community.
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Action / Reaction. Exploration provides content as I discover opportunities
to create a relationship between media and community. The outcomes of
these opportunities are a response to events or artifacts I encounter.

Experiments combining electronics, fabric, concrete, pigments, fluids, and
coding languages open up new opportunities to communicate visually.
Arduino Micro controllers and software such as Processing allow me to
create visuals from raw data or circuitry.
Social media as a source to collect data and user responses delivers realtime information about the progress of interactive projects.
Glow-in-the-dark pigments allow a work to communicate both day and night.
Printed fabric alters expression as the fabric forms into a garment.

Experimentation establishes relationships. What purpose can this
new thing provide for a visual communicator? What benefit does it
offer the communicator? Looking for these opportunities to exploit
aids in making appropriate connections for larger projects. While ferrofluid, a liquid which becomes strongly magnetized in the presence
of a magnetic field, 2 was interesting to experiment with, it produced
no notable connection to communication. Glow-in-the-dark pigment,
however, made it possible to communicate without lighting.

Community Connection. At times, the community is asked to participate
in my work for it to succeed. Other times, I have used the community
as a source for data. This involvement creates a connection between
design and viewer, community and designer, and designer and material. Responding to a design via social media, such as Facebook or
Twitter, gives the user a forum for discussion.
Using the community as a data source provides a deeper understanding of the subject matter. What was gained when I mailed myself an
active sound recorder? Beyond the expected sounds of a working
mailroom, I gained insight into the lives of the workers through gossip, stories, and jokes. The community as a data source is a personal
connection that can then be translated into a visual format.
Right Place. Right Time. Experimenting with media changes my focus
as I begin seeking opportunities for its use. Are my solutions the
result of serendipity? Studying flags of the American Civil War as
protestors take on the absence of the Confederate flag at the Virginia
Museum of Fine Arts, evening muggings as I work with light-reactive
pigments, relationships develop as a result of material and community being considered simultaneously.
Observation. Utilizing online content allows for greater insight in observational data. I can see how information is being shared, through
what websites, from what countries, how long the viewer visits a site,
and which pages within a site are visited. If a page is shared, I can
find out where it is posted then visit that page reading comments and
finding out who else is posting it within that site. Online observation
details habits of users and sources of information.
Physical observation with the types of projects I have produced lead
to empty results. Unless an individual takes action immediately, I am
unable to determine if they are interested in participating with my
project or retain information to use later.

2

“Ferrofluid - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.” Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. N.p., 13
Apr. 2013. Web. 16 Apr. 2013. <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferrofluid>.
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PRECEDENT
The following projects represent growth, curiosity and commitment
to experimentation and a reaction to the world around me. There is a
learning curve when dealing with new technologies and new communities. Time is needed to learn and utilize what is at hand. From
learning software and computer languages, learning to manipulate
and transform media, discovering what is important to a neighborhood, to sewing and screen-printing, these projects were important
to the development of my thesis and its process.
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2 OVER 1

A self-covering saddle stitched 16-page signature was created in
response to a ride on a GRTC bus in Richmond. The title comes
from mistakenly taking bus #2 instead of the #1 and ending up in the
Church Hill neighborhood. Phrases are taken from printed or written
messages seen during the ride and sometimes they are expanded.

2 OVER 1, 8.5 x 11” signature. Cover.
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2 OVER 1. Ink and marker illustrations. Interior spreads.
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PARCEL AUDIO

The United States Post Office in Richmond and I had some strong
words. After a failed delivery, they provided weeks of misleading information eventually avoiding my calls altogether. An important package
was lost. I was curious what they were doing behind their walls so I
mailed an active sound recorder, secured in a cardboard box from their
facility to my VCU address.
The result was 36 hours of audio. As my package moves from the
front counter to the back, from noisy conveyers to trucks, from
someone’s hands to a desk at VCU, one begins to sense the world
around it. Gossip, stories, jokes, whistling, and favorite radio stations fill the recording with detailed information about the personal
lives of employees and customers. One employee went on a date and
it went poorly, highlighting the fact that she chose not to sleep with
him. Another employee voiced frustration to an annoying customer
impersonating his voice. In the end, an amplified scribbling can be
heard as the front desk at VCU signs over the package.
The data was then put into Processing and visualized as a dimensional graph. The graph was segmented to show the different types
of sound and duration of audio recorded. These sounds were broken
into categories of white noise, music, voice, laughter, vehicular transport, machine, and package handling. The audio allowed me to enter
the work place and learn about employees. While no one mentioned
losing my package or my name specifically, the lowbrow banter and
mocking of customers lead me to believe my original package had
been lost as a result of negligence.

The audio recorder after receiving it via USPS.
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Parcel Audio visualized using the software Processing. The colors categorize sounds in to
white noise, music, voice, laughter, vehicular transport, machine, and package handling.
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DRAWING MACHINE

Open-source refers to unlicensed and free software available to
anyone. Sandy Noble, of the United Kingdom, developed open-source
software for a drawing machine. Through an Arduino Uno, motor
shield, two stepper motors, pulleys, wires, and an acrylic pen-holding
gondola, this machine translates bitmaps and vectors into coordinates
allowing the machine to draw.
Through the website Instructables.com, I was able to download the
necessary information and construct a drawing machine of my own.
The virtual community within Instructables survives on its willingness to share information, sources for materials, and success stories
from experiments.

Polargraph machine built by Sandy Noble.
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ALL
PRAISES
TO THE
ALMIGHTY
SERVER
In honor of open source culture, posters were created in the spring
of 2012 using the drawing machine for the newly approved religion in
Sweden, Kopimism. Kopimists believe information is holy and that the
act of copying is holy. Believing that information is a building block of
everything and copying is a way of multiplying the value of information, Kopimists worship the value of information by copying it.3

Pray to Me. Ink and paper. 18 x 24.” The posters reference phrases used in a religious
ceremony replacing key words with those relating to computers, data, or copying.

3
George, Alison. “Kopimism: The World’s Newest Religion Explained.” Science News and
Science Jobs from New Scientist. http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn21334-kopimismthe-worlds-newest-religion-explained.html.
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A

B

A All Praises to the Almighty Server. Ink and paper.
B Sacrafice Bandwidth for the Data Harvest. Ink and paper.
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YOU ARE HERE
Throughout the fall 12’ semester, my graduate seminar class visited
several locations in and around Richmond; from Pony Pasture, City
Hall, Cathedral of the Sacred Heart, to a unique private residence.
For each visit we were asked to create a unique visual response: Images and marks made at Jane Island State Park, surreal images of
buildings floating above the city, reflections at Pony Pasture, hand
made paper with found objects, or a story about a man living within
a peephole. These responses were reactions to experiences within a
place or space utilizing documentation methods or materials found
during each visit.

Gestural drawing using burned pine cones during a personal, weekend long study, in media
isolation at Jane Island State Park in Maryland.
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Photographs taken at Jane Island State Park.
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A

C

B

A A classmate cycling on the observation deck at Richmond’s City Hall.
B Detail of artifacts found touring a private residence.
C Reflection in water at Pony Pasture.
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Stills taken from a time-lapse movie shot through the peephole in my Richmond residence.
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FABRIC ≠ GARMENT

A series of photographs were taken attempting to capture screenprinted text on a latex balloon as it was popped. The text read, “Life
Can Float Away” The result was abstract forms created by the balloon
in air. Collaborating with seamstress Lesley Poggemoeller, these
abstract forms became a pattern for fabric. The pattern was digitally
printed onto fine cotton and sewn into a garment. This piece inspired
me to produce additional patterns that were then sewn into garments.
Experimenting is an exercise that often leads to unforeseen results.
The popping of balloons was intended for a class project on time-based
media but the results led me in an entirely different direction with a
new medium, fabric.

Still image from video of a screen-printed balloon mid-burst.
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Patterns digitally printed on cotton and sewn into garments.
Garments produced and modeled by Lesley Poggemoeller.
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PROJECTS

EXPERIENCE AS
AN EXPERIMENT

Experimentation with media provides opportunities to communicate
in unique ways. Exploration of a community provides content for
communication as you respond to discoveries made. The following
projects are a combination of media experimentation and responding to both physical and digital communities. This combination has
become a process that continues to be refined as it is executed.
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DEAD BICYCLES
Dead Bicycles began as a simple exercise in repurposing an expired
vinyl banner from the Virginia Center for Architecture in Richmond.
The banner measured 3 x 8’, was black with white trim and read “Ancient Ruins” in orange serifs. Initial studies focused on green space
habitats at the VCA and garments for punk-inspired transients that
were able to transform from protective covering into garment or tote.
Exploring The Fan neighborhood in Richmond, I noticed something
that did not exist back home, abandoned bicycles. Stripped of valuable parts—wheels, handlebars, cables, saddles—the frames are left
to rust, still locked to a rack or pole. As an avid cyclist, this was a new
and troubling phenomenon to me.

Students receiving their banner on Virginia Center for Architecture grounds.
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Abandoned bicycle in Richmond’s Carver and Fan neighborhood submitted through
the Dead Bicycles website.
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An obituary postcard from the Netherlands was shown to the class.
White with black trim, its color composition was opposite of my banner. With this postcard as inspiration, I made the decision to turn my
banner into a death notice.

Obituary announcement postcard for Johanna Erna Else Schröder (Han).
Designed by Janet DeCover. 1992.
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FROM BANNER
TO SHROUD
The shroud is a memorial for “dead bikes.” Once an unnoticed object
in an urban landscape, comparable to litter or graffiti, these shroud
covered, abandoned bicycles generated awareness of their existence.
Initially, the shroud was constructed of the original vinyl banner with
vinyl lettering. The project grew into 15 separate shrouds made from
black Tyvek and screen-printed graphics placed around the city.

Dead Bike’s first shroud made from the original vinyl banner. Installed in Richmond’s Carver
neighborhood in front of the VCU Fine Arts building.
Vinyl and vinyl lettering. Approx. 3 x 5’.
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A

C

B

A Shroud on VCU campus. Tyvec and ink. Approx. 3 x 5’.
B Installation in Richmond’s Fan neighborhood. Photo by Lucia Weilein.
C Completed installation in Richmond’s Fan neighborhood. Photo by Lucia Weilein.
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B

B

C

A

A Melted Tyvec after a shroud was burned.
B Notes left after a shroud was installed.
C A collection of flowers and notes left on a shroud after installation.
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The second phase was to connect to the community. If an individual
showed interest in the project, the shroud provided a method of connection to other interested observers via URL (deadbicycles.com) and social
media. This address created a public forum. Individuals with similar
interests connected to the project, discussed improvements, solutions to
bicycle abandonment, and how to remove and donate dead bicycles.
This virtual forum spurred action. Appropriate authorities were
contacted to have several of these bikes removed. Flowers adorned
a shroud with personal messages of loss and friendship towards
their friend, the bicycle. Suggestions for where to donate abandoned bikes, the use of tools for removal, even a vehicle to transport
removed bikes were offered. Social media helped spread the word;
Tumblr, Facebook, Twitter, local blogs, bicycle clubs—all shared
information about the project.

Screen shots from social media websites.
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Submissions of found dead bicycles through the website were rewarded with custom buttons. QR code posters were hung around the city.
If scanned, the QRC provided historical information about that particular location. The intent was to create an urban trail giving cyclists
another reason to ride their bike instead of abandon it.

B

A
A Buttons.
A QRC Poster.
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RAPTURE TWEETS

In May of 2011, Harold Camping, an American Christian radio
broadcaster, predicted that the rapture would take place May 21, 2011.
His prediction was based on a series of math equations culled from
the Bible. Thousands of individuals believed him, donating their life
savings to promote ‘End of Times’ and save souls. There were many
tongue-in-cheek criticisms of this prediction. Skeptical individuals,
such as atheists, offered services to accept down payments to watch
the pets of those who would be suddenly transported to heaven.
When his prediction failed, Camping spoke out saying judgment
had begun and the completion of ‘End of Times’ would now occur on
October 21, 2011.
I chose to capitalize on this new date by posing as Harold Camping.
Starting a Twitter account with the handle “SadSadHarold” I made
tweets focused on the upcoming rapture. In order to achieve Twitter
fame, the account attempted to gain followers through trending hash
tags, referencing existing accounts, topical comments, and satire.

Photo featuring Harold Camping.
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Twitter profile images of all followers of SadSadHarold.
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“END DAY
WORLD DOOMSDAY AGAIN OCT
RAPTURE WHAT
COUNTDOWN
FRIDAY JUDGEMENT COMING
NIGHT IT’S HOW
BREAKING FALL
BRAD WEEK
WORLD SKY”

RAPTURE I YOU
MY JESUS IM ME
ITS YOUR GET
LIKE JUST
GONNA HEAVEN
DAYS PARTY
PEOPLE KNOW
TIME GOING
DON’T GOT I’LL
SAY THINK WHY
TRYING UNTIL

Popularity of words contained in trending newspaper articles about doomsday or rapture
during the week preceeding May 21st, 2011.

Messages created from the most popular words contained in all posted tweets
by SadSadHarold. This message was then posted as a tweet finalizing the project.

end (10) day (9) world (9) doomsday (8) again (3) oct (3) rapture (3) who (3) countdown (3)
friday (3) judgement (2) coming (2) night (2) it’s (2) how (2) breaking (2) fall (2) brad (2) week (2)
world (2) sky (2) look (2)

rapture (185) i (95) you (93) my (62) Jesus (37) i’m (35) me (31) it’s (28) your (26) get (25) just (25)
like (25) gonna (24) heaven (23) days (23) party (22) people (19) know (14) time (14) going (14)
don’t (13) got (13) i’ll (12) say (12) think (12) why (11) trying (10) until (10)
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FOR FEAR
OF FIRE AND
BRIMSTONE
Over the course of a week, nearly 100 tweets were posted and I gained
over 500 followers. I was able to map connections between followers
using Twitter API and a visualization software called Gephi. This allowed me to show how everyone following SadSadHarold is connected
with each other in the Twitter universe. (SEE PAGE 56)
Tweets that gained the most attention or followers were deemed most
popular and data showed that these tweets reached the broadest network by being retweeted. This data was compiled into a process book
detailing all tweets, hash tags and followers.
A book was created with faux gilded covers and silver interiors visualizing information and collected data.

Rapture. 11 x 17” book. Digitally printed on metallic posterboard.
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SadSadHarold’s twitter network showing connections between followers.
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PEACE IN DIXIE

For one semester, I studied a culture unfamiliar to me. Being a Northern Yankee from Illinois living in the Confederate capitol, I chose to
study the Confederacy. A visit to the Museum of the Confederacy in
Richmond sparked an interest in Civil War battle flags. The museum
was quite generous providing rare books of flag design submissions
during Secession, to detailed information of battle flags.
After spending time sewing and printing flags, designing patterns, and
developing appropriate memorials, I met protesters—a group of older
individuals waving Confederate flags around the perimeter of the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts every Saturday morning from 9 until noon.
In the spring of 2012, the VMFA decided it would no longer fly the
flag of the Confederacy over two campus buildings. These buildings
were once part of a Confederate hospital. Protesters want to preserve
history and return the flags.

Protestors at the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts.
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8 x 9” hand-sewn flags. Cloth, Stitching, Ink.
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Still images from a study of pattern in flag motion.
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After discussions with the protestors and locals, I found that “The
South” is not only a geographic location; it is a lifestyle choice—an appreciation for traditional values, slow moving, and Southern cooking.
The South is full of kind individuals not interested in a re-emergence
of the Confederacy. It is also populated with individuals who feel the
Confederacy should have been victorious. In addition, these individuals want government out of their lives. They are biased, and as such, a
poor representation of an entire culture.
Protestors and locals represent their views with a single shared symbol, the Confederate battle flag. Originally a square format and the
flag of General Robert E. Lee’s headquarters in Virginia, the flag was
adopted by a battalion out of Tennessee and redesigned into a rectangular format. Shortly after the Civil War it was adopted as the symbol
of the Klu Klux Klan.
I wanted to provide those with peaceful ‘Southern Pride’ a symbol to
represent their views without completely stealing away their heritage.
The project Peace in Dixie resulted. Keeping the original color scheme,
number of stripes and stars, the flag was transformed into a peace
sign. The intent was to create a pop icon, free to share and use however
anyone likes.
Stickers were printed and dispersed for free via local businesses. A
website was created to state the purpose of the project through poetry.
The site also provided symbols for download. A social media component was created but ultimately failed due to lack of interest.

Peace Flag. Polyester. 2 x 3’.
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Deconstructed Confederate flag pattern studies.
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SPIRIT
ANIMAL
After six months of exposure, a local metal band, Spirit Animal,
interested in using the symbol on their t-shirts contacted me. They connected with the project and understood the intent. The band requested
stickers to distribute throughout Richmond, and printed shirts that are
sold at performances.

T-shirt design for Richmond based hardcore band, Spirit Animal. Photo by Janelle Proulx.
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LIGHT AND BE WELL
In 2008, Korean artist Koo Jeong paired with Belgian architects
L’Escaut to design and build a glow-in-the-dark skate park in France.
This was achieved by combining concrete with light reactive pigment.
Intrigued, I found the source and ordered some pigment for myself.
At the same time as I was experimenting with the pigment, a series of
robberies took place one evening in Richmond involving a criminal
dressed in chili pepper pants. Tensions were high and community
members were scared to walk in the evening. Light and Be Well was a
response to that fear.
Light and Be Well was an attempt to provide community with a sense of
security. It was a series of physical totems intended to be placed around
areas considered dangerous. These totems were first constructed using
laser-cut chipboard and reflective vinyl then moved into cast concrete
then cast luminescent plastic. Providing a false totem as a symbol of
protection, individuals were urged to develop relationships within the
community and keep these symbols as a constant reminder that they
are safe and being considered.

Night and day images of a French skate park designed by Korean artist Koo Jeong.
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An altar was designed that provided printed totem compositions of
protection featuring 5 different symbols and messages. The altar used
an Arduino Mega micro controller encased in laser-etched birch with 5
unique buttons. When pushed, the lights of the altar blink providing the
user with a printed totem from the hacked thermal receipt printer inside.
In addition to the altar, various iterations of the project were attempted. These ranged from 3D symbols constructed of painted
chipboard covered in reflective vinyl, concrete, and glow-in-thedark plastic. Two-dimensional symbols and text were cut into stencils and applied to brick walls using glow-in-the-dark spray paint.
Posters were screen printed with glow-in-the-dark ink. Buttons
were made from 1.25” reflectors and reflective vinyl.

A

A Light and Be Well altar with illuminated symbol above. Photo by Janelle Proulx.

B

B Detail of the Light and Be Well altar showing the thermal printer output of a totem.
Photo by Janelle Proulx.
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Symbols stenciled with glow-in-the-dark paint at a private residential art space for the show
“Dark City.” Symbols are illuminated using a black light.
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Symbols contructed from laser-cut chipboard then covered in reflective vinyl.
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Symbol cast in plastic, embedded with glow-in-the-dark pigment.
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B
A

A 12 x 19” Screen-printed poster with glow-in-the-dark inks.
B Totems printed on thermal printer from the altar.
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THE HAT

John Malinoski, Camden Whitehead, Daniel Cole and I constructed
a large domed structure composed of bamboo and tissue paper and
installed it at MoB/Storefront, located in Richmond. During construction, a bill was added to the dome transforming it into a yellow hat.
The hat is used as a location for interviews during events. Once inside,
participants speak directly with representatives of MoB/Storefront
about community issues. These are recorded and compiled later.
Students designed themed patches for each event in use. The hat can
be raised and lowered via a ceiling mounted pulley system. Patches
shown are by Jiyoon Cha (chicken) and Daniel Cole (scissors).

Construction of the split bamboo skeleton while at M0B / Storefront.
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A

B

C

A The hat after the skin was applied.
B The Hat hanging from a pulley system.
C Front view. Chicken logo is mounted.
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CRITICAL ANALYSIS

The inevitable change that occurs as people come and go is one of the
key benefits of using a community as inspiration for content. While
Richmond is a mid-size city, the influx of students and their acceptance
of unconventional ideas and projects allowed me to express my ideas
with more freedom than I could with a more conservative audience.
Refining the Approach. Graphic design communicates with typography
and image. My process does not change that but changes the way in
which information is gathered and used. My work has focused less on
presentation and more on content. This has led to interesting discussions but less coveted objects. Placing more focus on formal elements
might allow my work to be appreciated more broadly instead of relying on individuals to respond only when they connect directly to a
project’s message.
Experimenting with new media has benefits. One is that it alters the
creative process. How does a designer apply formal definitions of
graphic design when using micro controllers or ferrofluid? These new
obstructions4 create chaos, anger, confusion, and sometimes, beautiful results. New media also results in alternative visuals, which can
help define new visual styles and approaches to communication.
At what point does my involvement in the community become a role of
activist or social worker? Andrew Blauvelt writes of relational design,
“Relational design is a way of understanding, exploring, and reexamining the role of design and designers in the lifecycle of the artifacts that
it produces.”5 While my work showcases formal qualities, its primary
intent is the effect it has on a community. Community interaction and
material constraints can dictate formal outcomes. Focusing less on
form in the beginning allows my work to develop conceptually with
refinements coming at the end. Sometimes, this means I have several
ugly iterations.

4

The Five Obstructions. DVD. Directed by Jørgen Leth. Port Washington,
NY: Koch Lorber Films, 2004.

5

Blauvelt, Andrew. “Towards Relational Design - The Gradient - Walker Art Center.” Blogs,
Walker Art Center. Accessed April 6, 2013. http://blogs.walkerart.org/design/2008/11/10/
towards-relational-design/.
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A Steep Climb. Recognition can take time and in some cases, it never
happens. The amount of time between introducing Peace in Dixie
and seeing a response from the community was 10 months. For Dead
Bicycles, users continued to interact with the project through social
media a year after the final shroud was removed.
PEAK INTEREST

RAPID GROWTH PHASE

LAG PHASE

I compare the introduction of ideas into a community with the introduction of a foreign species into the wild. The graph (shown above)
shows a slow crawl at first, followed by a steep climb, a leveling off,
then a quick drop as that species consumes the food source. Some of
my projects are still in a slow crawl while some have progressed to a
steep climb.
Mixed Results. Projects such as Dead Bicycles have seen success with a
growing virtual community, exposure through publications and media,
and culminating with a presentation at Richmond’s first TEDx conference. Local government has begun using the term “Dead Bike” when
referencing the growing abandoned bicycle problem meaning this project has begun to change the nomenclature of the community. 6

Dead Bicycles quickly represents an idea with a clear but obstructive visual, the shroud. The message is simple and immediately
understood. There is a prevalent cycling community in Richmond
that quickly spread the word through virtual forums and word-ofmouth. Finally, many members of the Richmond community have
experienced a loss of parts or entire bicycles. This project now connects directly to their lives. Success is dependent on a clear message
that the community can relate or connect with. Dead Bicycles is easy
to explain and allows it to be shared as a story or interesting find.
This is important to my work as I continue to utilize the physical
environment as my testing ground. If an individual is not interested
in photographing, sharing, or discussing a project, how can I expect
that work to receive any interest in a virtual community?
Peace in Dixie, overall, was a failure. The community was informed of
the project via stickers placed around Richmond with a web address
printed on the back. The website attracted many visitors but no one
was willing to join the virtual forum. 750 stickers were passed out
and only 3 have been seen around the community. Failure resulted
because I failed to provide a coveted object. An object a community
member would be proud to display. A mere sticker was not enough.
However, a year after introducing the project, a local metal band contacted me asking to use the symbol on their t-shirts. The symbol became a
pop icon, its original intent. The symbol is controversial. Maybe it takes
a group like a band, to promote the symbol, as they are willing to engage
with a biased community.
Light and Be Well failed only because it never got off the ground. Materials such as glow-in-the-dark pigment and Arduino micro controllers
are very expensive and in order to populate the city effectively, I would
need more resources. In addition, it took a while to explain the intent of
the project to classmates. How was I to explain it to an entire community? The project was becoming too complex and would end up being
seen as strange things in the night instead of protective symbols.

6
Riggan, Phil. “Richmond.com : Why Richmond, Why?!? Removing Dead Bikes.” Richmond.
com. N.p., 14 Apr. 2013. Web. 17 Apr. 2013. <http://mobi.richmond.com/richmond1/db_/contentdetail.htm?contentguid=qbIKDbxf&full=true#display>.
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Material Exploration. Failure can come through material exploration.
Several electronics projects were started and ultimately ended when
the learning curve was too great for my time frame of two years. I
spent many hours and dollars experimenting with ferrofluid, iron
filings and non-Newtonian fluids only to have a series of visual studies without a home. The drawing machine took two months for me to
build and resulted in a few posters being created.
What should I do with this knowledge gained from experimentation? At times, it leads to new ideas as I relate community influence
to new media experiments. What I learned from building the drawing machine applied directly to the construction of an interactive
altar or the information gained during Peace in Dixie flag studies
applied directly to designing patterns for garments.
Further Direction into the Future. As I leave Richmond and enter a new
community there will be new things to be seen or discovered, issues
to respond to and materials for experimentation. This process of
content and new media will continue to evolve. Applying what I have
learned from my failures will result in communicating with a community with more coveted objects, clearer messages, and learning to
apply new media in an obstructive way worthy of discussion.
Stay Hungry. I continue to keep my eyes open for new materials and
technologies that I find interesting. At times, this can be exhausting.
The amount of hours put into learning basic electronics and a coding
language for the Arduino platform could have been used to refine an
interest I already know, such as illustration. The reward however, is
allowing a new material or technology to alter how I approach an opportunity, form, or communication with graphic design.

Getting Comfortable. I worry about the longevity of finding the unseen
in a community and being able to respond to it in an interesting way.
In Richmond, I am an outsider. It is easy to have an objective perspective. As I become a member of a community, will my eyes glaze over
prohibiting me from noticing the invisible objects and assumed archetypes? My hope is that as long as I am experimenting with materials, I
will continue to be objective and seek out opportunities to use them to
announce the unnoticed.
I may never stay in one place. I have had 22 addresses in my lifetime.
As much as I would like to settle into a home, I can predict that number
will increase over the years allowing me new opportunities to explore
and discover.
Showing the Way. A similar process was tested in an undergraduate
studio I taught. In the fall of 2012, I assigned my class to go out into
the environment, find a piece of visual communication (i.e. poster,
flyer, sign, etc.) and respond with a new version considering material,
scale, quantity, and media. Results of this assignment utilized social
media, video, colored fluids and advocacy to more pragmatic redesigns improving the original source of communication. Students left
the classroom and broke away from common methods for project inspiration such as Google image search. This project led to surprising
results and excited students. An assignment like this has the potential
to foster a desire to help others express themselves, change a community, as well as experiment with media beyond the expected tools of
graphic design (i.e. pencil, computer).
The current status of graphic design has reached an aesthetic plateau
and something must be done to advance the discipline. Experimentation together with community engagement opens new possibilities
not only for my work but for future designers looking to challenge the
expected visual style of contemporary graphic design.
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